NANGUMIRIAN FAMILY - deleted

Nangumiri

See 36b*.

b. Daly Subgroup*

Similar to the Malag-Malag Group except that no concord is present (as with Wagadj Subgroup languages). (SAW)

Yunggor *** Between Hermit Hill and Daly River (AC)

(Junggor (AC, orig. AIAS, 7Nr. 'RLS'), Yunggor (Stanner, DT, SAW, AIAS), Jungor ('RLS'))

Possibly now extinct. Tryon found only 2 speakers in 1967.

Madngala ** Hermit Hill and country west of Daly River, south of Bungu-Bungu (AC)

(Madngala (AIAS'), Madngella (AC, T, 6Nr. 'RLS'), Madnngella (Stanner), Matngela (DT, SAW); Warat (alt. name - SAW, DT, 58Nr. 'RLS', FMK)

Shares 64.5% basic vocabulary with Gamor. An odd speaker remains at Daly River and Wooliana, and at least one speaker at Delissaville.

'man': tjidje (DT)

Gamor *** North of Daly River near Mt. Hayward (AC)

(Gamor (AC, 5Nr. 'RLS', AIAS), Kamor (DT, SAW, Stanner), Murra-Kamangee ('RLS'))

Shares only c. 25% basic vocabulary with the Malag-Malag Subgroup dialects and 20.2% with Bungu-Bungu of...